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Abstract

This work is aimed at the study of influence
of the tiltrotor-pilot coupling on both aeroelas-
tic stability and gust response, when the rotor-
craft is subject to the action of a control system
devoted to alleviate gust effects. To this pur-
pose, first the wing-proprotor aeroelastic model
has been coupled with the rigid-body dynamics
equations for the identification of the control law,
and then the validation analysis has been accom-
plished by introducing in the loop a model of the
pilot behaviour. Helicopter and airplane mode
configurations have been examined showing that
rotorcraft-pilot coupling effects are not critical
in terms of gust response (controlled or uncon-
trolled), while their interaction with AFCS may
cause the insurgency of instabilities in airplane-
mode flight.

1 Introduction

The study of the effects of pilot presence in air-
craft dynamics is a field of research of growing
interest during the last two decades. However, it
is still relatively unexplored, despite the fact that
adverse interactions are documented since early
years of flight history. In the past, these inter-
actions were usually classified as pilot errors or
inability to operate under particular flight condi-
tions, as it is proven by the results of the inves-
tigations about numerous flight accidents (see,
for instance, Ref. [3]). This lack of knowledge
was expecially true for rotorcraft, which have

been studied from this point of view since 80’s.
In these years several reports of rotorcraft acci-
dent ascribed to anomalous interaction between
pilot and helicopters have been released, like that
of a Swiss AB204B helicopter that hit hardly
the ground after a sequence of vertical oscilla-
tions arisen after the drop of the load [3]; how-
ever, other cases (with smaller consequences)
have been reported, thus pointing out that there is
a risk of potential instabilities for safe-supposed
helicopters. The first answers to this problem
proposed by manufacturers have been given in
terms of piloting warning and prescritions often
consisting of stop grasping controls. However it
appears evident that developing tools for safe he-
licopter design is a major interest in the future.

The authors focused part of their research ac-
tivity on Rotorcraft-Pilot Coupling (RPC) since
2005, and developed several models to predict
their insurgency (see, for instance, Refs [12,
1, 16, 17, 11]). In particular they studied the
so called PAOs (Pilot Assisted Oscillations) and
the corresponding aeroelastic modelling require-
ments. The PAOs are classified as unintentional
interactions between pilot and aircraft, with a dis-
tinctive frequency above 2Hz; under this value it
is usual to refer to RPC as PIOs (Pilot Induced
Oscilations), with the different naming remark-
ing the role of pilot in the phenomena. Indeed,
the consciousness of the action of a human being
on controls is predominant up to about 1− 2Hz,
while above this value the main effect of the pres-
ence of the pilot is a transfer of vibrations from
the seat to sticks and pedals, like the one pro-
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duced by a system of masses and impedences,
resulting essentially non behavioral.

From the aircraft modelling point of view, an
analogous classification can be formulated: up
to 1Hz the most influencing dynamics are those
related to flight mechanics and related phenom-
ena are referred to as rigid-body RPC; for higher
values of frequency elasticity and servoelasticity
play a dominant role, and related phenomena are
referred to as aeroelastic RPC. However, due to
periodicity and nonlinearity of rotorcraft dynam-
ics, it is impossible to completely separate the
two ranges of frequency.

While first recognized RPCs were exclusively
related to aeroelastic dynamics and biodynam-
ics with the possible influence of servoleastic-
ity, since Automatic Flight Control Systems be-
came more and more prominent in modern air-
craft, new threat of adverse RPC arises both in
rigid-body and aeroelastic range of frequency.
Indeed, controllers are usually designed without
inclusion of pilot models, leaving to flight tests
the discovery of possible inefficiency and critic-
ity. In this paper, starting from a tiltrotor AFCS
recently developed for gust response alleviation
[14] the controller efficiency and robustness is
examined in the presence of a passive pilot in the
loop, both for deterministic and stochastic gust
inputs, in order to have a view of the RPC phe-
nomena resulting from interaction with AFCS. In
the following, first the mathematical models ap-
plied to simulate tiltorotor aeroelasticity and pilot
behavior are shortly presented, and then the re-
sults of the numerical investigations concerning
a tiltrotor in helicopter and airplane mode flight
are discussed.

2 Tiltrotor Model for Gust Response

The mathematical model for the simulation of
tiltrotor aeroelasticity under vertical gust action
is obtained by coupling longitudinal rigid-body
motion equations with wing-proprotor aeroelas-
tic equations. Wing and proprotor blades are de-
scribed as bending-torsion beam-like structures
that are coupled with gimbal dynamics, longi-
tudinal rigid-body motion, and the variables in-

volved in the control action.

2.1 Proprotor Model

The introduction of proprotor blades aeroelas-
tic model is necessary because these are slen-
der structures that undergo not negligible defor-
mations that, in turn, affect the dynamic behav-
ior of the complete rotorcraft. The proprotor
blades aeroelastic model applied in this work is
based on the nonlinear bending-torsion structural
formulation presented in Ref. [8], that is valid
for straight, slender, homogeneous, isotropic,
nonuniform, twisted blades, undergoing moder-
ate displacements. Blade dynamics equations
are forced by inertial loads due to gimbal, wing
and rigid-body dynamics and by the aerodynamic
loads.

The aerodynamic loads are evaluated through
two-dimensional, quasi-steady models with
wake-inflow corrections (mainly, to take into
account trailing vortices effect). These are based
on low-frequency approximation of Theodorsen
and Greenberg theories [18, 7], with the lift
deficiency function assumed to be constant and
equal to one (see, for instance, Ref. [5]). This
limitation implies that the effects of unsteady
shed vortices on the theoretical solutions are
neglected, thus simplifying the identification of
the linearized perturbation system, in that avoid-
ing the introduction of finite-state modelling of
aerodynamic loads.

2.2 Wing Model

Akin to proprotor blades, wing structure is de-
scribed as a bending-torsion beam-like model de-
rived from Ref. [8]. It is composed of a set
of three partial differential equations forced by
section aerodynamic loads described by the low-
frequency approximation of Theodorsen theory
[18], as well as the forces and moments transmit-
ted by the pylon/gimbal/proprotor system at the
wing section where the pylon is attached to (see,
for instance, Ref. [6]).
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2.3 Rigid-Body Motion Equations

Under the assumption of atmospheric distur-
bances acting in the plane of symmetry, the rigid-
body motion of the rotorcraft is described in
terms of the velocity perturbations along longitu-
dinal axis, u, yawing axis, w, and perturbation of
pitch angular velocity, q. Then, the longitudinal-
motion ordinary differential equations written in
stability axes read (see, for instance, Ref. [2])

m̄ u̇ =−m̄gθ+∆X

m̄ẇ = m̄U q− m̄gθ+∆Z

J q̇ = ∆M

with θ denoting pitch angle perturbation, and
θ̇ = q. In the equations above, m̄ is the mass of the
aircraft, J is the aircraft moment of inertia around
the stability lateral y-axis, U is the tiltrotor ve-
locity in trimmed unperturbed conditions, while
∆X ,∆Z and ∆M are the aerodynamic force and
moment perturbations in disturbed flight, with
the additional contribution from wing-proprotor
inertial loads due to elastic deformations.

2.4 Linearized Aeroelastic System

For the sake of synthesis of control laws aimed
at alleviation of responses to atmospheric pertur-
bations, it is convenient to identify the first-order,
linearized, ordinary differential equation model
of the gust response problem (plant model). In
order to obtain it, first the partial differential
equations (namely, those describing blade and
wing dynamics) are integrated spatially through
the Galerkin method, by expressing the dofs as
linear combinations of Lagrangean coordinates
with appropriate shape functions [5]. Then the
contributions to the aeroelastic matrices of the
linearized small perturbation model, if not explic-
itly appearing in blade and wing equations as lin-
ear terms, are determined by numerical differen-
tiation about the trimmed equilibrium flight con-
dition. For instance, for qb

j denoting the j-th blade
Lagrangean coordinate, mass, damping and stiff-
ness matrices of the blade perturbation equations
are obtained by

Mb
i j =−

∂ f b
i

∂q̈b
j

∣∣∣∣∣
eq

, Cb
i j =−

∂ f b
i

∂q̇b
j

∣∣∣∣∣
eq

, Kb
i j = Kb, lin

i j −
∂ f b

i

∂qb
j

∣∣∣∣∣
eq

with Kb, lin
i j denoting the contribution from linear

explicit terms, while f b
i is the i-th generalized

force resulting from the combination of aerody-
namic loads, inertial loads and nonlinear struc-
tural terms. The same technique is applied also
to determine matrices of the perturbation contri-
butions from wing, gimbal (if present) and rigid-
body motion coupling terms, as well as the terms
in the control matrix, B̂b, and the input matrix,
F̂b.

The application of this procedure also to
wing, gimbal (if present), and rigid-body motion
equations, and then re-arranging the resulting set
of linear equations in state-space form yields

ẋ = Ax+Buc +Fva (1)

where x is the vector of the system state vari-
ables, uc is the vector of the control variables,
va is the vector of the gust velocity components,
while A is obtained as a combination of mass,
damping, and stiffness matrices, and B and F
are derived from B̂’s and F̂’s, respectively. Note
that when the configuration examined is such that
time-periodic matrices appear, multiblade coor-
dinates are introduced and constant-matrix ap-
proximation is applied before deriving the state-
space equation form.

3 Gust Alleviation Control System

The closed-loop law that drives the control actua-
tors aimed at gust alleviation is derived from opti-
mal control theory. It yields a feedback controller
through minimization of a quadratic performance
index, under the constraint to satisfy the linear
system dynamics equations. Specifically, for Q
denoting a constant, symmetric, positive semi-
definite matrix and R denoting a constant, sym-
metric, positive definite matrix, the performance
index is defined as

J =
1
2

Z
∞

0

(
xT Qx+uT

c Ruc
)

dt
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Coupling it with the differential constraint in eq.
(1) written for no atmospheric disturbances (they
are considered as process noise), calculus of vari-
ations yields the following optimal feedback con-
troller

uc =−R−1BT Sx (2)

where S is the unique constant, symmetric, posi-
tive semi-definite matrix that satisfies the follow-
ing algebraic Riccati equation

AT S+SA−SBR−1BT S+Q = 0

The weighting matrices, Q and R, are defined by
the control designer: usually, they are chosen as
a trade-off between the effectiveness of control
action and control effort required.

As stated in eq. (2), the actuation of the opti-
mal controller requires the knowledge of the en-
tire system state vector, x, but commonly only
a subset of state variables (or combinations of
them) may be measured. In this case state an esti-
mate from available measurements is needed and
an observer has to be introduced.

3.1 Observers for state estimate

Let us assume that the vector of measurements,
y, is related to the system state by

y = Cx+w

where C is a constant matrix and w is a white,
gaussian, measurement noise. Then, the estimate
of the system state, xe, to be used as input to the
control law in eq. (2) may be obtained from the
following dynamic observer [4].

ẋe = Axe +Buc +K(y−Cxe) (3)

For K = PCT W−1, with P solution of the fol-
lowing algebraic Riccati equation

AP+PAT −PCT W−1CP+FVFT = 0

and W and V denoting, respectively, spectral
density matrices of observation and process noise
(the latter also assumed to be white and gaus-
sian), eq. (3) represents the Kalman-Bucy fil-
ter that yields the optimal estimation of the state

(i.e., the estimate that minimizes the covariance
matrix of the error, x− xe) (see Ref. [4] for
further details). The separation theorem asserts
that the compensator obtained as combination of
Kalman-Bucy filter with the optimum determin-
istic control in eq. (2) yields the optimal control
law [4]. It is important to remark that A, as usual,
is the state matrix of the aircraft without the pilot-
in-the-loop. The discrepancy between that and
the actual system (with the pilot-in-the-loop) and
its effect of control performance and reliability
underlie this paper.

4 Biodynamic Pilot Modelling

As stated in Section 1, the pilot actions on con-
trols may be classified in two categories. The
first category includes the volutary actions corre-
sponding to commands that are intentionally en-
tered by the pilot to perform some tasks, in re-
sponse to his perception (which may be correct or
not) and his ability (conventionally these actions
are considered to be significant up to about 2Hz).
Determining a model for this category of actions
requires a deep knowledge of behavioural pro-
cesses, as well as biomechanics, since the limbs
have a proper bandwidth.

The second way a pilot may operate on con-
trols are the unintentional actions occurring as
mechanical response of his limbs to the excita-
tions coming from the environment (typically, vi-
brations of seat and cockpit). These phenom-
ena are strictly of biomechanical nature, and are
usually modelled by following two different ap-
proaches. One consists of a direct simulation
of the human body as a set of masses and im-
pedences, while the other takes into account the
presence of the pilot through an equivalent trans-
fer function between (typically) seat vibrations
and controls, which is identified from experimen-
tal data obtained from a shaker or a flight sim-
ulator with moving cabin (the main difference
between the two methods is that in the simula-
tor, the pilot retains the visual perception of the
flight path, which is a significant issue for low
frequency response, as we will discuss below).
Currently, the approach based on experiments,
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although speculatively less accurate, is in fact
largely employed due to the difficulties in deriv-
ing a consistent biomechanic model.

The first work on helicopter-pilot coupling
was presented by Mayo [13] in late 80’s, while
analyses on tiltrotor-pilot coupling started a bit
later [15]. Mayo’s pilot model is a Single In-
put Single Output (SISO) model which relates
collective pitch control perturbations to seat vi-
brations and is a well suited tool for pilot-in-
the-loop aerolastic analysis. However, it is not
only inadequate to simulate the behavioural pro-
cesses, but also returns a non physical response
at low frequencies, in that yields an indefinite
growth of collective control in response to zero-
frequency input (this behaviour is probably due
to the fact that Mayo performed his experiments
without pilot visual feedback). While this doesn’t
represent a problem for stability analysis per-
formed through eigenvalues, it does for a time-
marching approach. However, this critical point
may be overcome by replacing the two integra-
tion poles appearing in the original version of
the pilot transfer function suggested by Mayo
[13], with two poles at very low frequency 0.1Hz.
This yields the following expression for the pilot
model

α̃0 =
G
r0

1
(s+0.1)2

−s(s+8.51)
s2 +13.7s+452.3

ãs (4)

where as represent vertical seat acceleration, α0
is the collective stick angle and r0 is the collec-
tive lever length. Figure 1 depicts the correspond-
ing magnitude and phase as functions of the fre-
quency, showing that the two poles identified by
Mayo [13] are close to 3.5Hz with about 30%
damping. Here, the pilot passive (involuntary)
action is modelled by the transfer function in eq.
(4). Note that in this work a generic tiltrotor has
been considered, assuming vertical run for the
collective stick (as it is in several cases), but with-
out any specific assumption about cockpit mea-
sures and pilot position. Therefore, the value of
pilot gain, G, has been arbitrarily chosen for the
numerical investigations, in that it was observed
by Mayo to be dependent on the pilot arm refer-
ence position [13]. In addition, for the sake of

Fig. 1 Pilot transfer function

simplicity rotorcraft-pilot coupling has been lim-
ited to arise via collective pitch, although that due
to cyclic pitch might also give rise to adverse in-
teraction between pilot and AFCS.

The effects of control chain dynamics on pi-
lot commands have been also included. It is
well known that the effect of servoelasticity on
aircraft-pilot coupling is a main cause of PIO.
This is due to the misleading feedback that the
pilot may receive, mainly because of delays and
rate limiting [10]. The situation is different in
PAOs range, where control dynamics is less influ-
ential; however, its introduction leads to a more
realistic aeroservoelastic simulation. Here, the
collective stick is supposed to control the collec-
tive pitch of the rotors with the presence of an
impedence (mass-damper) between lever and ac-
tuators (a common practice to reduce high fre-
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quency inputs). This impedence has been chosen
so as to attain a time constant of 0.04s.

The final tiltrotor pilot-in-the-loop aeroelas-
tic system examined in this work may be rep-
resented through the block diagram sketched in
fig. 2. The input to the system is the gust ve-

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the aeroelastic loop

locity, along with noise affecting measurements.
Two different feedbacks are present: one is from
the pilot which acts on collective lever causing
a variation of collective pitch; the other is from
the estimator-controller block which actuates the
control variables.

5 Numerical results

The numerical investigation concerns the study
of the influence of pilot-in-the-loop on tiltrotor
stability and gust response, in the presence of a
controller devoted to gust effect alleviation. The
aircraft examined is a XV15-type tiltrotor. It has
two three-bladed, gimballed proprotors with ra-
dius R = 3.82m, solidity σ = 0.089, and a rect-
angular wing with length L = 5.08m and aspect
ratio equal to 6.6 (see Ref. [9] for further de-
tails). Gust encountering in airplane and heli-
copter mode flights has been analyzed, consid-
ering both deterministic and stochastic models
for describing the distribution of the atmospheric
disturbance. The effects of gust disturbance are
examined in terms of vertical load factor at the
rotorcraft center of mass. In this analysis the con-

trol action is performed by actuation of proprotor
collective and longitudinal pitch, wing flaperon
and elevator. Note that, in order to simulate the
filtering effect of actuators dynamics, a low-pass
filter having 100Hz bandwidth has been assumed
to be present downstream of the controller.

5.1 Helicopter mode

In the helicopter flight condition examined the
proprotor rotational speed is Ω = 62.83rad/s, and
the cruise speed is Vf = 30.84m/s. First, a pi-
lot gain parametric analysis is performed in order
to identify a value which suitable for the follow-
ing investigation. Considering the uncontrolled
tiltrotor load factor response to a vertical step
gust, fig. 3 shows the effect of pilot gain, G,
ranging from 0 to 1. The presence of the pi-

Fig. 3 Effect of pilot gain on response to a step-
gust, helicopter mode

lot modifies the system eigenvalues, introducing
less damped modes that become unstable when
G = 1. Next results have been obtained using
G = 0.8, which is a gain value for which the pi-
lot in the loop introduces a slighly damped mode
and is reasonable with respect to those identified
by Mayo for a helicopter cockpit [13]. As stated
in Section 4, the identification of the pilot gain
value exactly corresponding to the tiltrotor un-
der examination is well beyond the aims of this
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Fig. 4 Controlled step-gust response, helicopter
mode

paper; however, the one chosen is representative
of the strong coupling typically occurring in ro-
torcraft configurations. Then, the step-gust re-

Fig. 5 Load factor due to 1−cos gust, helicopter
mode

sponse has been evaluated with and without con-
troller action, with and without pilot in the loop.
The results are presented in fig. 4, showing that
the presence of the pilot affects uncontrolled and
controlled responses in similar ways. Note that in
this case the control action is practically uneffec-
tive in that it has been designed to be optimal for
the 1− cos gust. Next, the controller perfomance
has been tested for a vertical 1− cos gust, with
length equal to 100m and peak velocity equal to
15.42m/s. The resulting load factors are shown

in fig. 5. In this case load factor peaks are sig-
nificantly reduced by the action of the controller,
with the pilot influence tending to be in favour
of the attenutation of gust effects (a similar result
has been shown in Ref. [17]). Note that the ef-
fects of the slightly damped mode introduced by
the pilot do not appear in fig. 5, in that hidden
by the larger load factor response (however they
may be clearly observed as the observation time
increases). The actuation effort corresponding

Fig. 6 Rotor controls history

Fig. 7 Flaperon and elevator controls history, he-
licopter mode

to the controlled response in fig. 5 is illustrated
in figs. 6 and 7. These pictures show that, in the
case examined, the presence of the pilot induces
a small decrease of the rotor control effort, while
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requiring a bit larger increase of elevator and flap-
eron contribution. Finally, a stochastic gust en-
counter has been simulated by the superposition
of the 1− cos gust with a white noise, with in-
clusion of the presence of measurements noise
(thus requiring the introduction of the Kalman
filter in the control process). As shown in fig.
8, the inclusion of stochastic contributions to the
perturbing gust does not affect significantly the
responses, although a small loss of controller ef-
ficiency is observed. The influence of pilot re-
mains unchanged (see fig. 5 for comparison).

Fig. 8 Load factor due to stochastic gust, heli-
copter mode

5.2 Airplane mode

The second flight condition examined is an air-
plane mode, with a cruise velocity of 92.52m/s.
With respect to the helicopter-mode flight the
main differences are that the gust crossing time is
sensibly smaller (thus moving the frequency re-
sponse toward PAO range), and that a change in
collective pitch control results in a longitudinal
perturbative force (thus not closing directly the
pilot-tiltrotor loop, which is pass through by ver-
tical seat accelerations). Akin to the helicopter-
mode case, first a pilot gain sweep has been ex-
amined in the presence of a vertical step gust:
as shown in fig. 9, also in this configuration
the value G = 0.8 causes a slightly damped re-
sponse from the uncontrolled aeroelastic system,

Fig. 9 Effect of pilot gain on response to a step-
gust, airplane mode

and hence it has been kept unchanged. Then, the

Fig. 10 Load factor due to 1− cos gust, airplane
mode

controlled response to the 1− cos vertical gust
already considered in helicopter mode is exam-
ined. Figure 10 shows that the controller perfor-
mance is satisfactory and that, as expected, in this
case the presence of the pilot in the loop only
barely affects the tiltrotor response (both con-
trolled and uncontrolled). As mentioned above,
this is due to the fact that perturbation and feed-
back are“orthogonal” (mainly act on perpedicular
axes). However, it is interesting to observe from
fig. 11 that as the simulation time increases insta-
bilities clearly arises for G = 0.8. This means that
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Fig. 11 Load factor due to 1− cos gust, asymp-
totic behavior

the controlled system becomes unstable when the
pilot enters the loop. Therefore, it is demon-
strated that a controller may couple adversely
with pilot dynamics, thus yielding a divergent re-
sponse. This result suggest the introduction of
pilot in the loop in the simulation model used
in the process of control law synthesis. In ad-
dition, fig. 12 shows the corresponding actua-
tion of rotor controls: as expected in airplane
mode, collective pitch is negligible without pilot
in the loop, while it becomes significant when pi-
lot effects are introduced. Finally, response to

Fig. 12 Rotor controls history

stochastic gust and noise measurements is exam-
ined as for the helicopter-mode case. Figure 13

Fig. 13 Load factor due to stochastic gust, air-
plane mode

demonstrates that also in this case stochastic con-
tributions do not particuarly affect control per-
formance and tiltrotor-pilot coupling and Kalman
filter is not affected negatively by the presence of
the pilot.

6 Conclusions

In this work the influence of the inclusion of a
pilot in a tiltorotor aeroelastic loop has been ex-
amined. In particular, the focus has been on the
impact of his presence on a rotorcraft controlled
through actuation laws synthetized without tak-
ing into account the pilot-in-the-loop effects. The
test case has been a XV15-like tiltrotor with an
optimal gust alleviation control coupled with a
Kalman-Bucy filter. The pilot model applied
has been the passive one developed by Mayo,
suitable for mid frequency (1− 10Hz) aeroelas-
tic RPC analysis. Numerical results have shown
two main interesting aspects in Automatic Flight
Controls Systems-pilot coupling: first, pilot in
the loop tends to reduce the amplitude of load
factor peaks due to gust encounter, especially in
helicopter mode flight; second, in some regions
of the flight envelope (here in airplane mode),
destabilizating interactions between AFCS and
pilot may occur, hence suggesting the introduc-
tion of pilot modelling in the simulation tools that
are used in the control design process.
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